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Post-Covid – ghost
cities or mixed-use
urban communities?
By Lisa Hinton
Six forces are converging in a post-Covid New
Zealand that will fundamentally transform our

urban centres. Left unchecked, the results of this
convergence could be ghost CBDs characterised
by untenanted buildings and distressed
landlords, and a population still afflicted by
the housing affordability crisis hampering our
younger generations.

But with development industry foresight, and councils and
Government front-footing reform and investment path-

Post-Covid, our city centres are struggling –
perhaps now is the time to look at mixed-use
development in a way we’ve never done before

In Auckland, pre-Covid vacancy rates in B and C-grade
space had already climbed to over 15%. Businesses had

ways, an alternative could see the rise of building stock

begun to ‘trade up’, moving to modern, seismically safe

repurposed as mixed-use vertical communities, creating

premises – and the same is true of Wellington’s CBD.

new models of sustainable urban living.
Consider these six forces …

5. Retail moving online
As retail increasingly moves online, big landlords and malls

3. The uptake of remote working and ‘downsizing’

will face resulting pressure. According to a report from

Now that businesses and staff have experienced remote
1. Recession
Post-Covid, we’re in recession – how deep, no one knows.

abandon the clicks-and-mortar combination will likely
vacate existing tenancies and look for smaller footprints

predicting 5% to 10% falls in New Zealand.
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and cheaper rents.

Already, Kiwi real estate agents are receiving enquiries
compete for an ever-dwindling tenant pool who want less

6. Housing affordability
Nothing alters the reality that house prices have risen
over twice as fast as incomes in the past 10 years, and we

4. Hotel boom left underutilised

even while interest rates are at record lows, banks are risk-

wave of redundancies, liquidations and unemployment

From 2017 to 2020, we saw the biggest hotel construction

averse and tightening up on credit.

that could make the GFC look like a training day out.

boom in New Zealand’s history. A record number of new

subsidy in September – which currently supports some
400,000 New Zealand workers – will likely bring with it a
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cheaper premises.
about smaller footprints or lease exits. Landlords will now
space and higher quality.
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to double, with up to 20% of bricks-and-mortar stores
expected to shut for good. Retailers that survive and don’t

more office space. Combine this with remote working, and
the trend is in downsizing tenancies or moving to smaller,

and vacancy rates spiking. Australian banks are forecasting house prices in major cities to fall between 10% and

THE TEAM

financial services provider UBS, online sales are predicted

working at full blast first-hand, they’re continuing with it
in various forms. ‘Right-sizing’ structuring is freeing up

We’re seeing a precipitous drop-off in demand for commercial office space, with businesses taking smaller tenancies

30% in the next year, and recent reports from ANZ are
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and local bodies, consultants, project management companies, architects, quantity
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tourism levels anytime soon, so we must think about how
to repurpose this hotel stock in meaningful ways.

Recessions, unemployment, falling house prices and building vacancy rates all go hand in hand.
2. The drift to A-grade stock

have a whole generation priced out of the market. And

hotels were built or repurposed – and now, they don’t have

Banks have been spooked by the very high numbers
– some 100,000 in New Zealand and 730,000 in Australia –

the international tourists to occupy them. In 2019 alone,

who asked for and received some sort of mortgage holiday

a $2 billion boom created over 1000 new hotel rooms in

as a result of Covid-19. This, combined with rising unem-

Auckland, Wellington, Queenstown and Christchurch.

ployment, means the banks are more reticent to lend to

Combine the above with an already noticeable drift into

Another 3900 were under construction into 2020, off the

young people – the very people most likely to be laid off in

newer, flashier A-grade buildings – for instance, 3200

back of international visitors soaring to 3.9 million in 2019.

people in Auckland’s CBD are currently moving into the

That investment in building stock was built on an inter-

new billion-dollar, 40-storey PwC tower in Commercial

national tourism forecast which literally disappeared

Bay – and areas like Shortland Street are being drained of

overnight. But post-lockdown, the issue of empty hotels

tenants and life.

will truly come to the fore. We don’t expect a return to 2019

www.constructionnews.co.nz

this environment. Millennials are often the worst affected.
They’re also the generation most seeking the amenity,
convenience and ‘vibe’ of living in city centres.
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BY OFFERING AN OVERVIEW
OF CONSTRUCTION,
INFRASTRUCTURE AND OUR
BUILT ENVIRONMENT, NEW
ZEALAND CONSTRUCTION
NEWS REFLECTS THE
DYNAMISM AND VITALITY
OF ONE OF NEW ZEALAND’S
MORE ECONOMICALLY
SIGNIFICANT INDUSTRIAL
SECTORS.
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(See COMBO PRICING and pass your company’s message directly to the industry, P4)
Mar/
Apr

Advertising Features

May/
Jun

Jul/
Aug

Sep/
Oct

Nov/
Dec

Jan/Feb
2022

Concrete construction - Everything concrete – products and services, new innovations and
developments, its use as a building and/or decorative element; includes input from CCANZ and
other associations
Heavy equipment, earthmoving and excavation – Diggers and excavators, drainage and
dewatering, new tools and equipment, innovative techniques, bestpractice examples, caring for
the environment
Height access – Working at height safely and securely, machines that reach to high places,
scaffolding commentary from SARNZ

IT in construction – How technology is changing the way we build and construct, including
hardware and software

Materials construction (timber, steel, other) – Products and services, new developments in
seismic-resistant buildings, innovative uses of materials for structural or decorative purposes

Roading – New developments within our nation’s roading infrastructure, with examples of
award-winning projects and initiatives; includes input from the NZTA and Civil Contractors NZ
Sustainable construction – Products, services and construction methods that make efficient
use of resources, that are environmentally friendly, non-hazardous, reduce waste, and can be
disposed of by future generations
Training, education and recruitment – Course providers, industry training organisations,
new/updated qualifications, apprenticeships, opportunities for schoolleavers and professional
development, with input from Connexis and the BCITO
Trenching, drainage and tunnelling – Going underground! Working safely below ground
level, including new tools, excavation innovation, drainage and dewatering, and best-practice
examples
REGULAR FEATURES (EVERY ISSUE) News » Urban Development » Projects » Health & Safety » Legal & Labour » Opinion

COMBOS:
A mix of advertising and editorial. Whether it be full page, half page or quarter page, ‘Combos’
can be a cost-effective solution to pass the brand message and stop people on the page by
being a good read.

FULL PAGE EDITORIAL + FULL PAGE AD

HALF PAGE EDITORIAL
+ HALF PAGE AD

JOB TITLES
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DEADLINES
Mar/Apr

May/Jun

Jul/Aug
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Nov/Dec

Jan/Feb 22

Editorial contributions

8 Feb

7 Apr

11 Jun

13 Aug

11 Oct

1 Dec

Advertising bookings

12 Feb

14 Apr

14 Jun

17 Aug

13 Oct

7 Dec

Advertising material

15 Feb

16 Apr

16 Jun

19 Aug

15 Oct

9 Dec

1 Mar

4 May

5 Jul
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3 Nov

7 Jan 22
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EDITORIAL SUBMISSIONS
Potential contributors should in the first instance email the editor with editorial submissions.
Copy may be used in either print or online form, with no form of communication unless additional information is required. Please DO NOT follow up editorial or press releases with phone
calls or the re-sending of information.

Production
managers

Editorial should be sent as a Word document, with images sent as separate attachments (not
embedded in the Word document or main body of the email) with preferred captions for each
photo. Images must be of good quality, in focus and taken at a high resolution – ideally 300
dpi. We cannot reproduce images that have been downsized for email or web purposes.
The editor reserves the right to edit material and to reject submissions. The accuracy of the
material is the responsibility of the contributor.
While we welcome material from commercial sources, it should be as independent as possible. ‘Advertorial’ material (which reads like a brochure, and overtly promotes a business’s
products/services) will not be considered unless accompanied by paid advertising. Unsolicited
editorial will only be considered for publication if space permits.

Engineering, consulting & project management

Construction companies, contractors

Roading, earthworks, trenching, drainage
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Construction material & equipment supplies
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Need help writing your own PR or advertorial?
Trained, professional trade journalists are available at excellent
rates – skilled in passing messages to industry. Rates are $175 per
hour, and include a two-stage proofing process and can include
interviewing, photography etc. Contact Megan Tregunno for more
information on 0272357580.

READER CATEGORIES
21%
20%
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11%
10%
8%
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Project
managers

*Editorial writer/photographer included			
**A writer/interviewer/photographer is available			

6 Issues
$3200
$2300
$1450
$POA
$500

Combos are a great and cost-effective way to add pass an advertorial message
(maintaining magazine housestyles) and advertising message as well. They need to be
in a section (except for news) and as long as at least half is advertorial, they are flexible
in what size ad you display. Ad make up charges for the advertisement component are
above, if required.

307mm with bleed

297mm trim

297mm trim

454mm wide Trim

227mm trim

Full Page
Double Page Spread
227mm W x 297mm H 454mm W x 297mm H
Include 5mm bleed.

Include 5mm bleed.

95.5mm

257mm

197mm
124mm

Casual 3 Issues
$3400 $3300
$2500 $2400
$1600 $1500

464mm with bleed

Half page vertical

Half page horizontal

95.5mm
197mm
60mm

COMBOS (per issue/s)
Full page Ad + full page editorial content
Half Page AD + half page editorial content
Quarter page AD + Quarter page content

237mm with bleed

124mm

Folded onserts must have a ‘closed’ edge to enable automatic feeding on the bindery equipment.
Concertina folds are not suitable.
Requests for specific page placement will attract a 15% premium.
Rates are in NZ dollars, and exclusive of GST.
Cancellations to be in writing four weeks prior to booking deadline. The publisher reserves
the right to use previous material if copy is not supplied by deadline, and to charge in full
for advertising cancelled within the four week period prior to deadline.

SPECIFICATIONS

307mm with bleed

DISPLAY ADVERTISING (per issue/s)
4 page cover wrap
Outside Front Cover Banner
Inside Front Cover, Outside Back Cover
Double Page Spread
Full Page
Half Page (Vertical/Horizontal)
Quarter Page (Vertical/Horizontal)
Services to Industry
Onserts: Max 210mmW x 297mmH (A4) Max 100g

Advert
make
Casual 3 Issues 6 Issues up
$5500		
$1490 $1390 $1350 $150
$2700 $2600 $2500 $300
$3800 $3650 $3500 $450
$2800 $2650 $2500 $300
$1800 $1650 $1500 $150
$1400 $1350 $1300 $150
$250
$225
$200
$1950

Quarter page
vertical

Quarter page
horizontal

ONLINE/DIGITAL ADVERTISING (monthly rates)
1 month 3 month per issue
Sole promotion E-news EDM
$890
$790
Website Leaderboard (960w x 90h pixels)
$400
$350
Website Medium Rectangle (280w x 233h pixels)
$300
$800
E-news Leaderboard (700w x 100h pixels)			 $400
E-news Tower (340w x 680h pixels)
		 $250

57.5mm

95.5mm

Rates for online and e-newsletter advertising are non-commission bearing. Online advertising
material specifications: Max file size = 50 kilobytes. File format can be either jpeg, gif,
animated gif or html5. Rates are in NZ dollars, and exclusive of GST.
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*All rates + pricing are non commision agency bearing.
TECHNICAL DETAILS
Images should be supplied at a minimum of 300dpi
at output size. Please supply images on their own
and not embedded into powerpoint or word
documents.

SUPPLYING MATERIAL
Print Ready Files: All PDFs supplied for print should
be press optimised with all spot colours converted
to CMYK. All fonts are to be embedded or converted
to outlines.

Crop marks are required for full and double
page spreads ONLY with a minimum of 5mm
bleed, (no printing marks or bleed on adverts
smaller than a full page). Files can be sent via
CD-Rom, USB stick, email, Dropbox/Yousendit.
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